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To: LMC-L@LISTSERV.BMA.ORG.UK
Subject: LMCs special conference coverage summary

For information – please see the summary below.
Regards
Carmen
Carmen Musonda
GPC Liaison Officer
Policy Directorate
British Medical Association
T: 020 7383 6216 | E: cmusonda@bma.org.uk

From: Paul Gadsby
Sent: 01 February 2016 15:30
To: Carmen Musonda <CMusonda@bma.org.uk>; Chaand Nagpaul <chaand.nagpaul@gmail.com>
Subject: Coverage summary
Dear All,
Please find below a summary report of the coverage from the LMC conference, press releases issued
on the day from Chaand here about his speech and on care homes here (story discussed with
journalists over the weekend).
·

·

Chaand appeared on ITV afternoon and evening bulletins talking about his speech, you can
see the clip used here – BMA representatives appeared on BBC local radio as well on the
same subject, our representatives were also on Good Morning Britain on Friday about our
concerns with the CQC.
There were 328 mentions of Chaand’s speech in the regional media over the weekend and
today, an example from the Express and Star here.

·
·
·
·

·

The care homes story saw Chaand appear on BBC Radio Four’s today programme this
morning and Five Live, with Richard Vautrey also appearing on LBC.
Print coverage for the care homes story appeared in the Mail, as well as the Guardian and
other newspapers.
Kailash Chand wrote in Friday’s Guardian about the need for urgent action to address the
crisis facing general practice as highlighted by the motions at the conference.
GP online ran a series of articles about the issues being teased out by the conference,
including possible solutions, the plight of younger GPs, the challenges to the independent
contractor model and the mood within the profession.
There was a great deal of other coverage in the trade media which is still on their respective
websites.

Kind regards
Paul Gadsby
BMA Senior Media Office
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